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All Noun 8s- F 

FABLIAUX AABFILUX FABLIAU, short metrical tale popular in medieval France [n] 

FABRIQUE ABEFIQRU parish group that deals with church property [n -S] 

FABULISM ABFILMSU placing of fantastical elements into everyday settings [n -S] 

FABULIST ABFILSTU liar (one that speaks falsely) [n -S] 

FACEDOWN ACDEFNOW confrontation between opponents [n -S] 

FACEMASK AACEFKMS device to shield face [n -S] 

FACEOFFS ACEFFFOS FACEOFF, action that starts hockey game [n] 

FACETIAE AACEEFIT witty sayings or writings [n FACETIAE] 

FACETING ACEFGINT surface of cut gemstone [n -S] 

FACIENDS ACDEFINS FACIEND, number to be multiplied by another [n] 

FACILITY ACFIILTY quality of being facile (easily achieved or performed) [n -TIES] 

FACTICES ACCEFIST FACTICE, rubber-like material [n] 

FACTIONS ACFINOST FACTION, clique within larger group [n] 

FACTOIDS ACDFIOST FACTOID, brief news item [n] 

FACTOTUM ACFMOTTU person employed to do many kinds of work [n -S] 

FACTURES ACEFRSTU FACTURE, act of making something [n] 

FADDISMS ADDFIMSS FADDISM, inclination to take up fads [n] 

FADDISTS ADDFISST FADDIST, faddish person [n] 

FADEAWAY AAADEFWY type of pitch in baseball [n -S] 

FADEOUTS ADEFOSTU FADEOUT, gradual disappearance of image [n] 

FAGOTERS AEFGORST FAGOTER, one that fagots (to bind together into bundle) [n] 

FAGOTING AFGGINOT type of embroidery [n -S]  

FAHLBAND AABDFHLN band or stratum of rock impregnated with metallic sulfides [n -S] 

FAIENCES ACEEFINS FAIENCE, variety of glazed pottery [n] 

FAILINGS AFGIILNS FAILING, minor fault or weakness [n] 

FAILURES AEFILRSU FAILURE, act of failing (to be unsuccessful in attempt) [n] 

FAINEANT AAEFINNT lazy person [n -S] 

FAINTERS AEFINRST FAINTER, one that faints (to lose consciousness) [n] 

FAIRGOER AEFGIORR one who attends fair [n -S] 

FAIRINGS AFGIINRS FAIRING, structure on aircraft serving to reduce drag [n] 

FAIRLEAD AADEFILR device used to hold ship's rigging in place [n -S] 

FAIRNESS AEFINRSS quality of being fair (free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice) [n -ES] 

FAIRWAYS AAFIRSWY FAIRWAY, mowed part of golf course between tee and green [n] 

FAIRYISM AFIIMRSY quality of being like fairy [n -S] 

FAITHFUL AFFHILTU loyal follower or member [n -S] 

FAITOURS AFIORSTU FAITOUR, impostor (one that poses as another for deceptive purposes) [n] 

FAKERIES AEEFIKRS FAKERY, practice of faking [n] 

FALAFELS AAEFFLLS FALAFEL, ground spiced vegetables formed into patties [n] 

FALBALAS AAABFLLS FALBALA, trimming for woman's garment [n] 

FALCHION ACFHILNO broad-bladed sword [n -S] 

FALCONER ACEFLNOR one that hunts with hawks [n -S] 

FALCONET ACEFLNOT small falcon [n -S] 

FALCONRY ACFLNORY sport of hunting with falcons [n -RIES] 

FALDERAL AADEFLLR nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n -S] 

FALDEROL ADEFLLOR falderal (nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd)) [n -S] 
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FALLAWAY AAAFLLWY shot in basketball [n -S] 

FALLBACK AABCFKLL act of retreating [n -S] 

FALLFISH AFFHILLS freshwater fish [n -ES] 

FALLINGS AFGILLNS FALLING, felling of trees for timber [n] 

FALLOFFS AFFFLLOS FALLOFF, decline in quantity or quality [n] 

FALLOUTS AFLLOSTU FALLOUT, radioactive debris resulting from nuclear explosion [n] 

FALSETTO AEFLOSTT artificially high voice [n -S] 

FALTBOAT AABFLOTT collapsible boat resembling kayak [n -S] 

FALTERER AEEFLRRT one that falters (to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty)) [n -S] 

FAMILIAR AAFIILMR close friend or associate [n -S] 

FAMILIES AEFIILMS FAMILY, group of persons related by blood or marriage [n] 

FAMILISM AFIILMMS social structure in which family takes precedence over individual [n -S]  

FANATICS AACFINST FANATIC, zealot (one who is zealous) [n] 

FANCIERS ACEFINRS FANCIER, one that has special liking for something [n] 

FANDANGO AADFGNNO lively Spanish dance [n -ES, -S] 

FANEGADA AAADEFGN Spanish unit of area [n -S] 

FANFARES AAEFFNRS FANFARE, short, lively musical flourish [n] 

FANFARON AAFFNNOR braggart (one who brags) [n -S] 

FANGIRLS AFGILNRS FANGIRL, female who is enthusiastic devotee of something [n] 

FANLIGHT AFGHILNT type of window [n -S] 

FANTAILS AAFILNST FANTAIL, fan-shaped tail or end [n] 

FANTASIA AAAFINST free-form musical composition [n -S] 

FANTASIE AAEFINST fantasia (free-form musical composition) [n -S] 

FANTASMS AAFMNSST FANTASM, phantasm (creation of imagination) [n] 

FANTASTS AAFNSSTT FANTAST, impractical person [n] 

FANWORTS AFNORSTW FANWORT, aquatic plant [n] 

FANZINES AEFINNSZ FANZINE, magazine written by and for enthusiastic devotees [n] 

FARADAYS AAADFRSY FARADAY, unit of electricity [n] 

FARADISM AADFIMRS use of faradic current for therapeutic purposes [n -S] 

FARCEURS ACEFRRSU FARCEUR, joker (one that jokes (to say something amusing)) [n] 

FARFALLE AAEFFLLR pasta in shape of bow ties [n -S] 

FARINHAS AAFHINRS FARINHA, meal made from root of cassava [n] 

FARMHAND AADFHMNR farm laborer [n -S] 

FARMINGS AFGIMNRS FARMING, business of operating farm [n] 

FARMLAND AADFLMNR cultivated land [n -S] 

FARMWIFE AEFFIMRW farmer's wife [n -IVES] 

FARMWORK AFKMORRW labor done on farm [n -S] 

FARMYARD AADFMRRY area surrounded by farm buildings [n -S] 

FARNESOL AEFLNORS alcohol used in perfumes [n -S] 

FAROLITO AFILOORT candle in paper bag weighted with sand [n -S] 

FARRAGOS AAFGORRS FARRAGO, confused mixture [n] 

FARRIERS AEFIRRRS FARRIER, one that shoes horses [n] 

FARRIERY AEFIRRRY trade of farrier [n -RIES] 

FARSIDES ADEFIRSS FARSIDE, farther side [n] 

FARTHING AFGHINRT former British coin [n -S] 

FARTLEKS AEFKLRST FARTLEK, athletic training technique [n] 
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FASCICLE ACCEFILS small bundle [n -S] 

FASCINES ACEFINSS FASCINE, bundle of sticks used in building fortifications [n] 

FASCISMS ACFIMSSS FASCISM, oppressive political system [n] 

FASCISTS ACFISSST FASCIST, advocate of fascism [n] 

FASCITIS ACFIISST inflammation of connective tissue [n -ES] 

FASTBACK AABCFKST type of automobile roof [n -S] 

FASTBALL AABFLLST type of pitch in baseball [n -S] 

FASTENER AEEFNRST one that fastens (to secure (to make firm or tight)) [n -S] 

FASTINGS AFGINSST FASTING, abstention from eating [n] 

FASTNESS AEFNSSST quality of being fast (moving or able to move quickly) [n -ES] 

FATALISM AAFILMST doctrine that all events are predetermined [n -S] 

FATALIST AAFILSTT believer in fatalism [n -S] 

FATALITY AAFILTTY death resulting from unexpected occurrence [n -TIES] 

FATBACKS AABCFKST FATBACK, marine fish [n] 

FATBIRDS ABDFIRST FATBIRD, wading bird [n] 

FATHEADS AADEFHST FATHEAD, dolt (stupid person) [n] 

FATHOMER AEFHMORT one that fathoms (to understand (to grasp mentally)) [n -S] 

FATLINGS AFGILNST FATLING, young animal fattened for slaughter [n] 

FATSTOCK ACFKOSTT livestock that is fat and ready for market [n -S] 

FATTENER AEEFNRTT one that fattens (to make fat) [n -S] 

FATWOODS ADFOOSTW FATWOOD, wood used for kindling [n] 

FAUBOURG ABFGORUU suburb (residential area adjacent to city) [n -S] 

FAUCETRY ACEFRTUY array of faucets [n -RIES] 

FAUNISTS AFINSSTU FAUNIST, specialist on faunas [n] 

FAUTEUIL AEFILTUU armchair (chair with armrests) [n -S] 

FAUVISMS AFIMSSUV FAUVISM, movement in painting [n] 

FAUVISTS AFISSTUV FAUVIST, advocate of fauvism [n] 

FAVELLAS AAEFLLSV FAVELLA, favela (slum area) [n] 

FAVORERS AEFORRSV FAVORER, one that favors (to regard with approval) [n] 

FAVORITE AEFIORTV person or thing preferred above all others [n -S] 

FAVOURER AEFORRUV favorer (one that favors (to regard with approval)) [n -S] 

FAYALITE AAEFILTY mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

FAZENDAS AADEFNSZ FAZENDA, Brazilian plantation [n] 

FEALTIES AEEFILST FEALTY, loyalty (state of being loyal (faithful to one's allegiance)) [n] 

FEASANCE AACEEFNS performance of condition, obligation, or duty [n -S] 

FEASTERS AEEFRSST FEASTER, one that feasts (to eat sumptuously) [n] 

FEDAYEEN ADEEEFNY FEDAYEE, Arab commando [n] 

FEDERACY ACDEEFRY alliance (association formed to further common interests of its members) [n -CIES] 

FEDERALS ADEEFLRS FEDERAL, supporter of type of central government [n] 

FEEDBACK ABCDEEFK return of portion of output to input [n -S] 

FEEDBAGS ABDEEFGS FEEDBAG, bag for feeding horses [n] 

FEEDHOLE DEEEFHLO one of series of holes in paper tape [n -S] 

FEEDINGS DEEFGINS FEEDING, act of giving food to person or animal [n] 

FEEDLOTS DEEFLOST FEEDLOT, plot of land on which livestock is fattened [n] 

FEEDYARD ADDEEFRY feedlot (plot of land on which livestock is fattened) [n -S] 

FEELINGS EEFGILNS FEELING, function or power of perceiving by touch [n] 
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FEIGNERS EEFGINRS FEIGNER, one that feigns (to pretend (to assume or display false appearance of)) [n] 

FELAFELS AEEFFLLS FELAFEL, falafel (ground spiced vegetables formed into patties) [n] 

FELDSHER DEEFHLRS medical worker in Russia [n -S] 

FELDSPAR ADEFLPRS mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

FELICITY CEFIILTY happiness (quality of being happy (marked by joy)) [n -TIES] 

FELINITY EFIILNTY quality of being catlike (resembling cat; stealthy; silent) [n -TIES] 

FELLAHIN AEFHILLN FELLAH, peasant or laborer in Arab countries [n] 

FELLATIO AEFILLOT oral stimulation of penis [n -S] 

FELLATOR AEFLLORT one that fellates (to perform fellatio) [n -S] 

FELLNESS EEFLLNSS extreme cruelty [n -ES] 

FELONIES EEFILNOS FELONY, grave crime [n] 

FELSITES EEFILSST FELSITE, igneous rock [n] 

FELSPARS AEFLPRSS FELSPAR, feldspar (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n] 

FELSTONE EEFLNOST felsite (igneous rock) [n -S] 

FELTINGS EFGILNST FELTING, felted material [n] 

FELUCCAS ACCEFLSU FELUCCA, swift sailing vessel [n] 

FELWORTS EFLORSTW FELWORT, flowering plant [n] 

FEMINACY ACEFIMNY state of being female (individual that bears young or produces ova) [n -CIES] 

FEMINAZI AEFIIMNZ offensive word [n -S] 

FEMININE EEFIIMNN word or form having feminine gender [n -S] 

FEMINISM EFIIMMNS doctrine advocating rights for women equal to those of men [n -S] 

FEMINIST EFIIMNST supporter of feminism [n -S] 

FEMINITY EFIIMNTY quality of being womanly (having qualities of woman) [n -TIES] 

FENCEROW CEEFNORW land occupied by fence [n -S] 

FENCIBLE BCEEFILN soldier enlisted for home service only [n -S] 

FENCINGS CEFGINNS FENCING, art of using sword in attack and defense [n] 

FENESTRA AEEFNRST small anatomical opening [n -E] 

FENLANDS ADEFLNNS FENLAND, marshy ground [n] 

FENTANYL AEFLNNTY narcotic opioid [n -S] 

FENTHION EFHINNOT insecticide [n -S] 

FENURONS EFNNORSU FENURON, herbicide [n] 

FEOFFEES EEEFFFOS FEOFFEE, one to whom fief is granted [n] 

FEOFFERS EEFFFORS FEOFFER, one that grants fief to another [n] 

FEOFFORS EFFFOORS FEOFFOR, feoffer (one that grants fief to another) [n] 

FERACITY ACEFIRTY state of being fruitful (producing abundantly) [n -TIES] 

FERETORY EEFORRTY receptacle in which sacred relics are kept [n -RIES] 

FERITIES EEFIIRST FERITY, wildness (state of being wild (living in natural state)) [n] 

FERMATAS AAEFMRST FERMATA, sustaining of musical note, chord, or rest beyond its written time value [n] 

FERMIONS EFIMNORS FERMION, type of atomic particle [n] 

FERMIUMS EFIMMRSU FERMIUM, radioactive element [n] 

FEROCITY CEFIORTY fierceness (quality of being fierce (violently hostile or aggressive)) [n -TIES] 

FERRATES AEEFRRST FERRATE, chemical salt [n] 

FERRETER EEEFRRRT one that ferrets (to search out by careful investigation) [n -S] 

FERRIAGE AEEFGIRR transportation by ferry [n -S] 

FERRITES EEFIRRST FERRITE, magnetic substance [n] 

FERRITIN EFIINRRT protein that contains iron [n -S] 
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FERRYMAN AEFMNRRY one who operates ferry [n -MEN] 

FERRYMEN EEFMNRRY FERRYMAN, one who operates ferry [n] 

FERVENCY CEEFNRVY fervor (great warmth or intensity) [n -CIES] 

FERVOURS EFORRSUV FERVOUR, fervor (great warmth or intensity) [n] 

FESTIVAL AEFILSTV day or time of celebration [n -S] 

FETATION AEFINOTT development of fetus [n -S] 

FETCHERS CEEFHRST FETCHER, one that fetches (to go after and bring back) [n] 

FETERITA AEEFIRTT cereal grass [n -S] 

FETIALES AEEFILST FETIALIS, fetial (priest of ancient Rome) [n] 

FETIALIS AEFIILST fetial (priest of ancient Rome) [n -LES] 

FETICHES CEEFHIST FETICH, fetish (object believed to have magical power) [n] 

FETICIDE CDEEFIIT killing of fetus [n -S] 

FETIDITY DEFIITTY state of being fetid (having offensive odor) [n -TIES] 

FETISHES EEFHISST FETISH, object believed to have magical power [n] 

FETLOCKS CEFKLOST FETLOCK, joint of horse's leg [n] 

FETOLOGY EFGLOOTY branch of medicine dealing with fetus [n -GIES] 

FETTERER EEEFRRTT one that fetters (to shackle (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles)) [n -S] 

FETTLERS EEFLRSTT FETTLER, one who fettles [n] 

FETTLING EFGILNTT loose material thrown on hearth of furnace to protect it [n -S] 

FEUDISTS DEFISSTU FEUDIST, one that feuds (to engage in feud (bitter, continuous hostility)) [n] 

FEVERFEW EEEFFRVW perennial herb [n -S] 

FEWTRILS EFILRSTW things of little value [n FEWTRILS] 

FIANCEES ACEEFINS FIANCEE, woman engaged to be married [n] 

FIASCOES ACEFIOSS FIASCO, complete failure [n] 

FIBRANNE ABEFINNR fabric made of spun-rayon yarn [n -S] 

FIBRATES ABEFIRST FIBRATE, lipid regulator [n] 

FIBRILLA ABFIILLR fibril (small fiber) [n -E] 

FIBROIDS BDFIIORS FIBROID, fibroma (benign tumor composed of fibrous tissue) [n] 

FIBROINS BFIINORS FIBROIN, insoluble protein [n] 

FIBROMAS ABFIMORS FIBROMA, benign tumor composed of fibrous tissue [n] 

FIBROSES BEFIORSS FIBROSIS, development of excess fibrous tissue in bodily organ [n] 

FIBROSIS BFIIORSS development of excess fibrous tissue in bodily organ [n -SES]  

FIBSTERS BEFIRSST FIBSTER, one that fibs (to tell trivial lie) [n] 

FICTIONS CFIINOST FICTION, literary work whose content is produced by imagination [n] 

FIDDLERS DDEFILRS FIDDLER, one that fiddles (to play violin) [n] 

FIDDLING DDFGIILN action of playing violin [n -S]  

FIDEISMS DEFIIMSS FIDEISM, reliance on faith rather than reason [n] 

FIDEISTS DEFIISST FIDEIST, believer in fideism [n] 

FIDELITY DEFIILTY loyalty (state of being loyal (faithful to one's allegiance)) [n -TIES] 

FIDGETER DEEFGIRT one that fidgets (to move nervously or restlessly) [n -S] 

FIEFDOMS DEFFIMOS FIEFDOM, fief (feudal estate) [n] 

FIELDERS DEEFILRS FIELDER, one that catches or picks up ball in play [n] 

FIFTEENS EEFFINST FIFTEEN, number [n] 

FIFTIETH EFFHIITT one of fifty equal parts [n -S] 

FIGEATER AEEFGIRT large beetle [n -S] 

FIGHTERS EFGHIRST FIGHTER, one that fights (to attempt to defeat adversary) [n] 
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FIGHTING FGGHIINT act of one that fights [n -S]  

FIGMENTS EFGIMNST FIGMENT, product of mental invention [n] 

FIGTREES EEFGIRST FIGTREE, tree that bears figs (soft, sweet dark fruits) [n] 

FIGULINE EFGIILNU piece of pottery [n -S] 

FIGURANT AFGINRTU ballet dancer who dances only in groups [n -S] 

FIGURERS EFGIRRSU FIGURER, one that figures (to compute (to calculate)) [n] 

FIGURINE EFGIINRU small statue [n -S] 

FIGWORTS FGIORSTW FIGWORT, flowering plant [n] 

FILAMENT AEFILMNT very thin thread or threadlike structure [n -S] 

FILAREES AEEFILRS FILAREE, European weed [n] 

FILARIAE AAEFIILR FILARIA, parasitic worm [n] 

FILARIID ADFIIILR filaria (parasitic worm) [n -S] 

FILATURE AEFILRTU reeling of silk from cocoons [n -S] 

FILBERTS BEFILRST FILBERT, edible nut of European shrub [n] 

FILCHERS CEFHILRS FILCHER, one that filches (to steal (to take without right or permission)) [n] 

FILEFISH EFFHIILS marine fish [n -ES] 

FILENAME AEEFILMN name of computer file [n -S] 

FILIBEGS BEFGIILS FILIBEG, pleated skirt worn by Scottish Highlanders [n] 

FILICIDE CDEFIIIL killing of one's child [n -S] 

FILISTER EFIILRST groove on window frame [n -S] 

FILLETER EEFILLRT one who fillets [n -S] 

FILLINGS FGIILLNS FILLING, that which is used to fill something [n] 

FILMCARD ACDFILMR fiche (sheet of microfilm) [n -S] 

FILMDOMS DFILMMOS FILMDOM, motion-picture industry [n] 

FILMFEST EFFILMST festival at which many films are shown [n -S] 

FILMGOER EFGILMOR one that goes to see motion pictures [n -S] 

FILMLAND ADFILLMN filmdom (motion-picture industry) [n -S] 

FILTERER EEFILRRT one that filters (to pass through filter (device for removing suspended matter)) [n -S] 

FIMBRIAE ABEFIIMR FIMBRIA, fringe or fringe-like structure [n] 

FINAGLER AEFGILNR one that finagles (to obtain by trickery) [n -S] 

FINALISM AFIILMNS doctrine that all events are determined by ultimate purposes [n -S] 

FINALIST AFIILNST contestant who reaches last part of competition [n -S] 

FINALITY AFIILNTY state of being conclusive [n -TIES] 

FINBACKS ABCFIKNS FINBACK, rorqual (large whale) [n] 

FINDINGS DFGIINNS FINDING, something that is found [n] 

FINENESS EEFINNSS quality of being fine (excellent) [n -ES] 

FINERIES EEFIINRS FINERY, elaborate adornment [n] 

FINFOOTS FFINOOST FINFOOT, aquatic bird [n] 

FINGERER EEFGINRR one that fingers (to touch with fingers (terminating members of hand)) [n -S] 

FINISHER EFHIINRS one that finishes (to bring to end) [n -S] 

FINITISM FIIIMNST belief that particular entity is finite [n -S] 

FINITIST FIIINSTT advocate of finitism [n -S] 

FINITUDE DEFIINTU state of being finite [n -S] 

FINMARKS AFIKMNRS FINMARK, former monetary unit of Finland [n] 

FINNMARK AFIKMNNR finmark (former monetary unit of Finland) [n -S] 

FINOCHIO CFHIINOO perennial herb [n -S] 
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FIREARMS AEFIMRRS FIREARM, weapon from which shot is discharged by gunpowder [n] 

FIREBACK ABCEFIKR cast-iron plate along back of fireplace [n -S] 

FIREBALL ABEFILLR luminous meteor [n -S] 

FIREBASE ABEEFIRS military base from which fire is directed against enemy [n -S] 

FIREBIRD BDEFIIRR brightly colored bird [n -S] 

FIREBOAT ABEFIORT boat equipped with fire-fighting apparatus [n -S] 

FIREBRAT ABEFIRRT small, wingless insect [n -S] 

FIREBUGS BEFGIRSU FIREBUG, arsonist (one that commits arson) [n] 

FIRECLAY ACEFILRY heat-resistant clay [n -S] 

FIREDAMP ADEFIMPR combustible gas [n -S] 

FIREDOGS DEFGIORS FIREDOG, andiron (metal support for holding wood in fireplace) [n] 

FIREHALL AEFHILLR fire station [n -S] 

FIREHOSE EEFHIORS hose used by firefighters [n -S] 

FIRELOCK CEFIKLOR type of gun [n -S] 

FIREPANS AEFINPRS FIREPAN, open pan for holding live coals [n] 

FIREPINK EFIIKNPR flowering plant [n -S] 

FIREPITS EFIIPRST FIREPIT, depression dug in ground in which fire is made [n] 

FIREPLUG EFGILPRU hydrant (outlet from water main) [n -S] 

FIREPOTS EFIOPRST FIREPOT, clay pot filled with burning items [n] 

FIREREEL EEEFILRR fire engine [n -S] 

FIREROOM EFIMOORR room containing ship's boilers [n -S] 

FIRESHIP EFHIIPRS burning ship sent among enemy's ships [n -S] 

FIRESIDE DEEFIIRS area immediately surrounding fireplace [n -S] 

FIRETRAP AEFIPRRT building that is likely to catch on fire [n -S] 

FIREWALL AEFILLRW computer component that prevents unauthorized access to data [n -S] 

FIREWEED DEEEFIRW perennial herb [n -S] 

FIREWOOD DEFIOORW wood used as fuel [n -S] 

FIREWORK EFIKORRW device for producing striking display of light or loud noise [n -S] 

FIREWORM EFIMORRW glowworm (luminous insect) [n -S] 

FIRMNESS EFIMNRSS state of being firm (unyielding to pressure) [n -ES] 

FIRMWARE AEFIMRRW computer programs permanently stored on microchip [n -S] 

FISHBOAT ABFHIOST watercraft used for fishing [n -S] 

FISHBOLT BFHILOST type of bolt [n -S] 

FISHBONE BEFHINOS bone of fish [n -S] 

FISHBOWL BFHILOSW bowl in which live fish are kept [n -S] 

FISHEYES EEFHISSY FISHEYE, suspicious stare [n] 

FISHGIGS FGGHIISS FISHGIG, pronged implement for spearing fish [n] 

FISHHOOK FHHIKOOS barbed hook for catching fish [n -S] 

FISHINGS FGHIINSS FISHING, occupation or pastime of catching fish [n] 

FISHKILL FHIIKLLS sudden destruction of large numbers of fish [n -S] 

FISHLINE EFHIILNS line used in fishing [n -S] 

FISHMEAL AEFHILMS ground dried fish [n -S] 

FISHNETS EFHINSST FISHNET, net for catching fish [n] 

FISHPOLE EFHILOPS fishing rod [n -S] 

FISHPOND DFHINOPS pond abounding in edible fish [n -S] 

FISHWAYS AFHISSWY FISHWAY, device for enabling fish to pass around dam [n] 
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FISHWIFE EFFHIISW woman who sells fish [n -IVES] 

FISHWORM FHIMORSW worm used as bait [n -S] 

FISSIPED DEFIIPSS mammal that has separated toes [n -S] 

FISTFULS FFILSSTU FISTFUL, handful (as much as hand can hold) [n] 

FISTINGS FGIINSST FISTING, offensive word [n] 

FISTNOTE EFINOSTT part of text to which attention is drawn by index mark [n -S] 

FISTULAE AEFILSTU FISTULA, duct formed by imperfect closing of wound [n] 

FISTULAS AFILSSTU FISTULA, duct formed by imperfect closing of wound [n] 

FITCHETS CEFHISTT FITCHET, fitch (polecat (carnivorous mammal)) [n] 

FITCHEWS CEFHISTW FITCHEW, fitch (polecat (carnivorous mammal)) [n] 

FITMENTS EFIMNSTT FITMENT, equipment [n] 

FITTINGS FGIINSTT FITTING, small often standardized accessory part [n] 

FIVEPINS EFIINPSV bowling game [n FIVEPINS] 

FIXATIFS AFFIISTX FIXATIF, fixative (substance for preserving paintings or drawings) [n] 

FIXATION AFIINOTX act of fixating (to make stable or stationary) [n -S] 

FIXATIVE AEFIITVX substance for preserving paintings or drawings [n -S] 

FIXITIES EFIIISTX FIXITY, stability (quality of being stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition)) [n] 

FIXTURES EFIRSTUX FIXTURE, permanent part or appendage of house [n] 

FLABELLA AABEFLLL fan-shaped anatomical structures [n FLABELLA] 

FLACKERY ACEFKLRY publicity [n -RIES] 

FLAGELLA AAEFGLLL long, slender plant shoots [n FLAGELLA] 

FLAGGERS AEFGGLRS FLAGGER, one that flags (to mark with flag (piece of cloth used as symbol)) [n] 

FLAGGING AFGGGILN type of pavement (paved surface) [n -S] 

FLAGPOLE AEFGLLOP pole on which flag is displayed [n -S] 

FLAGSHIP AFGHILPS ship bearing flag of fleet [n -S] 

FLAMBEAU AABEFLMU flaming torch [n -S, -X] 

FLAMENCO ACEFLMNO strongly rhythmic style of dancing [n -S] 

FLAMEOUT AEFLMOTU failure of jet engine in flight [n -S] 

FLAMINES AEFILMNS FLAMEN, priest of ancient Rome [n] 

FLAMINGO AFGILMNO wading bird [n -ES, -S] 

FLANCARD AACDFLNR piece of armor for side of horse [n -S] 

FLANERIE AEEFILNR idleness (state of being idle (inactive (not active))) [n -S] 

FLANEURS AEFLNRSU FLANEUR, idler (one that idles (to pass time idly)) [n] 

FLANGERS AEFGLNRS FLANGER, one that flanges (to provide with protecting rim) [n] 

FLANGING AFGGILNN providing of protecting rim on object [n -S] 

FLANKERS AEFKLNRS FLANKER, one that flanks (to be located at side of) [n] 

FLAPERON AEFLNOPR airfoil that functions as flap and aileron [n -S] 

FLAPJACK AACFJKLP pancake [n -S] 

FLAPPERS AEFLPPRS FLAPPER, one that flaps (to wave up and down) [n] 

FLAREUPS AEFLPRSU FLAREUP, sudden outbreak [n] 

FLASHERS AEFHLRSS FLASHER, one that flashes (to send forth sudden burst of light) [n] 

FLASHGUN AFGHLNSU photographic apparatus [n -S] 

FLASHING AFGHILNS sheet metal used in waterproofing roof [n -S] 

FLASKETS AEFKLSST FLASKET, small flask [n] 

FLATBEDS ABDEFLST FLATBED, type of truck or trailer [n] 

FLATBOAT AABFLOTT flat-bottomed boat [n -S] 
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FLATBROD ABDFLORT rye wafer [n -S]  

FLATCAPS AACFLPST FLATCAP, type of hat [n] 

FLATCARS AACFLRST FLATCAR, railroad car without sides or roof [n] 

FLATFEET AEEFFLTT FLATFOOT, foot condition [n] 

FLATFISH AFFHILST any of order of marine fishes [n -ES] 

FLATFOOT AFFLOOTT foot condition [n -FEET] 

FLATHEAD AADEFHLT marine food fish [n -S] 

FLATIRON AFILNORT device for pressing clothes [n -S] 

FLATLAND AADFLLNT land lacking significant variation in elevation [n -S] 

FLATLETS AEFLLSTT FLATLET, type of apartment [n] 

FLATMATE AAEFLMTT one with whom apartment is shared [n -S] 

FLATNESS AEFLNSST state of being flat (having smooth or even surface) [n -ES] 

FLATPACK AACFKLPT package for integrated circuit [n -S] 

FLATTERY AEFLRTTY act of flattering (to praise excessively) [n -S] 

FLATTIES AEFILSTT FLATTIE, flat-heeled shoe [n] 

FLATTOPS AFLOPSTT FLATTOP, aircraft carrier [n] 

FLATUSES AEFLSSTU FLATUS, intestinal gas [n] 

FLATWARE AAEFLRTW tableware that is fairly flat [n -S] 

FLATWASH AAFHLSTW flatwork (laundry that can be ironed mechanically) [n -ES] 

FLATWORK AFKLORTW laundry that can be ironed mechanically [n -S] 

FLATWORM AFLMORTW flat-bodied worm [n -S] 

FLAUNTER AEFLNRTU one that flaunts (to exhibit in gaudy manner) [n -S] 

FLAUTIST AFILSTTU flutist (one who plays flute) [n -S] 

FLAVANOL AAFLLNOV flavonol (derivative of flavone) [n -S] 

FLAVINES AEFILNSV FLAVINE, flavin (yellow pigment) [n] 

FLAVONES AEFLNOSV FLAVONE, chemical compound [n] 

FLAVONOL AFLLNOOV derivative of flavone [n -S] 

FLAVORER AEFLORRV one that flavors (to give flavor (distinctive taste) to) [n -S] 

FLAXSEED ADEEFLSX seed of flax [n -S] 

FLEABAGS AABEFGLS FLEABAG, inferior hotel [n] 

FLEABANE AABEEFLN flowering plant [n -S] 

FLEABITE ABEEFILT bite of flea [n -S] 

FLEAPITS AEFILPST FLEAPIT, run-down movie theater [n] 

FLEAWORT AEFLORTW European herb [n -S] 

FLECTION CEFILNOT act of bending (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [n -S] 

FLEECERS CEEEFLRS FLEECER, one that fleeces (to remove coat of wool from) [n] 

FLENSERS EEFLNRSS FLENSER, one that flenses (to strip blubber or skin from) [n] 

FLESHERS EEFHLRSS FLESHER, one that removes flesh from animal hides [n] 

FLESHING EFGHILNS distribution of lean and fat on animal [n -S] 

FLESHPOT EFHLOPST pot for cooking meat [n -S] 

FLETCHER CEEFHLRT one that makes arrows [n -S] 

FLEURONS EFLNORSU FLEURON, floral ornament [n] 

FLEXAGON AEFGLNOX folded paper construction [n -S] 

FLEXIONS EFILNOSX FLEXION, flection (act of bending (to curve)) [n] 

FLEXTIME EEFILMTX system that allows flexible working hours [n -S] 

FLEXURES EEFLRSUX FLEXURE, act of bending (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [n] 
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FLEXWING EFGILNWX collapsible fabric wing used in hang gliders [n -S] 

FLIMSIES EFIILMSS FLIMSY, thin paper [n] 

FLINCHER CEFHILNR one that flinches (to shrink back involuntarily) [n -S] 

FLINDERS DEFILNRS FLINDER, small fragment [n] 

FLINGERS EFGILNRS FLINGER, one that flings (to throw with force) [n] 

FLINKITE EFIIKLNT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

FLIPBOOK BFIKLOOP book of series of images that when flipped give illusion of movement [n -S] 

FLIPPERS EFILPPRS FLIPPER, broad, flat limb adapted for swimming [n] 

FLIRTERS EFILRRST FLIRTER, one that flirts (to behave amorously without serious intent) [n] 

FLIVVERS EFILRSVV FLIVVER, old, battered car [n] 

FLIXWEED DEEFILWX plant of mustard family [n -S] 

FLOATAGE AAEFGLOT flotage (act of floating (to rest or remain on surface of liquid)) [n -S] 

FLOATELS AEFLLOST FLOATEL, houseboat used as hotel [n] 

FLOATERS AEFLORST FLOATER, one that floats (to rest or remain on surface of liquid) [n] 

FLOCCULE CCEFLLOU tuft-like mass [n -S] 

FLOCCULI CCFILLOU small, loosely aggregated masses [n FLOCCULI] 

FLOCKING CFGIKLNO velvety design in short fibers on cloth or paper [n -S] 

FLOGGERS EFGGLORS FLOGGER, one that flogs (to beat with whip or rod) [n] 

FLOGGING FGGGILNO whipping (material used to whip) [n -S]  

FLOKATIS AFIKLOST FLOKATI, Greek handwoven rug [n] 

FLOODERS DEFLOORS FLOODER, one that floods (to inundate (to overwhelm with water)) [n] 

FLOODING DFGILNOO filling with fluid to excess [n -S] 

FLOODWAY ADFLOOWY overflow channel [n -S] 

FLOORAGE AEFGLOOR floor space [n -S] 

FLOORERS EFLOORRS FLOORER, one that floors (to provide with floor (level base of room)) [n] 

FLOORING FGILNOOR floor [n -S]  

FLOORPAN AFLNOOPR bottom part of interior of motor vehicle [n -S] 

FLOOSIES EFILOOSS FLOOSIE, floozy (prostitute) [n] / FLOOSY [n] 

FLOOZIES EFILOOSZ FLOOZIE, floozy (prostitute) [n] / FLOOZY [n] 

FLOPOVER EFLOOPRV defect in television reception [n -S] 

FLOPPERS EFLOPPRS FLOPPER, one that flops (to fall heavily and noisily) [n] 

FLOPPIES EFILOPPS FLOPPY, type of computer disk [n] 

FLORENCE CEEFLNOR florin (former gold coin of Europe) [n -S] 

FLORIGEN EFGILNOR plant hormone [n -S] 

FLORISTS FILORSST FLORIST, grower or seller of flowers [n] 

FLOSSERS EFLORSSS FLOSSER, one that flosses (to clean between teeth with thread) [n] 

FLOSSIES EFILOSSS FLOSSIE, floozy (prostitute) [n] 

FLOSSING FGILNOSS act of one that flosses [n -S]  

FLOTAGES AEFGLOST FLOTAGE, act of floating (to rest or remain on surface of liquid) [n] 

FLOTILLA AFILLLOT fleet of ships [n -S] 

FLOTSAMS AFLMOSST FLOTSAM, floating wreckage of ship or its cargo [n] 

FLOUTERS EFLORSTU FLOUTER, one that flouts (to treat with contempt) [n] 

FLOWAGES AEFGLOSW FLOWAGE, act of flowing (to move steadily and smoothly along) [n] 

FLOWERER EEFLORRW plant that flowers at certain time [n -S] 

FLOWERET EEFLORTW floret (small flower) [n -S] 

FLUBBERS BBEFLRSU FLUBBER, one that flubs (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [n] 
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FLUBDUBS BBDFLSUU FLUBDUB, pretentious nonsense [n] 

FLUERICS CEFILRSU fluidics (branch of mechanical engineering) [n FLUERICS] 

FLUFFERS EFFFLRSU FLUFFER, one that fluffs (to make fluffy) [n] 

FLUIDICS CDFIILSU branch of mechanical engineering [n FLUIDICS] 

FLUIDITY DFIILTUY quality of being able to flow [n -TIES] 

FLUIDRAM ADFILMRU unit of liquid capacity [n -S] 

FLUMMERY EFLMMRUY sweet dessert [n -RIES] 

FLUNKERS EFKLNRSU FLUNKER, one that flunks (to fail examination or course) [n] 

FLUNKEYS EFKLNSUY FLUNKEY, flunky (servile follower) [n] 

FLUNKIES EFIKLNSU FLUNKIE, flunky (servile follower) [n] / FLUNKY [n] 

FLUORENE EEFLNORU chemical compound [n -S] 

FLUORIDE DEFILORU compound of fluorine [n -S] 

FLUORIDS DFILORSU FLUORID, fluoride (compound of fluorine) [n] 

FLUORINE EFILNORU gaseous element [n -S] 

FLUORINS FILNORSU FLUORIN, fluorine (gaseous element) [n] 

FLUORITE EFILORTU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

FLUSHERS EFHLRSSU FLUSHER, one that flushes (to blush (to become red)) [n] 

FLUSHING FGHILNSU act of blushing (to become red) [n -S] 

FLUTINGS FGILNSTU FLUTING, series of parallel grooves [n] 

FLUTISTS FILSSTTU FLUTIST, one who plays flute [n] 

FLUXGATE AEFGLTUX device to measure magnetic field [n -S] 

FLUXIONS FILNOSUX FLUXION, act of flowing (to move steadily and smoothly along) [n] 

FLYAWAYS AAFLSWYY FLYAWAY, one that is elusive [n] 

FLYBELTS BEFLLSTY FLYBELT, area infested with tsetse flies [n] 

FLYBOATS ABFLOSTY FLYBOAT, small, fast boat [n] 

FLYLINES EFILLNSY FLYLINE, type of line used in fly fishing [n] 

FLYOVERS EFLORSVY FLYOVER, flight of aircraft over specific location [n] 

FLYPAPER AEFLPPRY paper designed to catch or kill flies [n -S] 

FLYPASTS AFLPSSTY FLYPAST, flyby (flight of aircraft close to specified place) [n] 

FLYSCHES CEFHLSSY FLYSCH, sandstone deposit [n] 

FLYSHEET EEFHLSTY circular (leaflet intended for wide distribution) [n -S] 

FLYTIERS EFILRSTY FLYTIER, maker of fishing flies [n] 

FLYTINGS FGILNSTY FLYTING, dispute in verse form [n] 

FLYTRAPS AFLPRSTY FLYTRAP, trap for catching flies [n] 

FLYWHEEL EEFHLLWY heavy disk used in machinery [n -S] 

FOALINGS AFGILNOS FOALING, act of giving birth to horse [n] 

FOCACCIA AACCCFIO flat Italian bread [n -S] 

FOCUSERS CEFORSSU FOCUSER, one that focuses (to bring to focus) [n] 

FOETUSES EEFOSSTU FOETUS, fetus (unborn organism carried within womb in later stages of its development) [n] 

FOGEYDOM DEFGMOOY fogydom (all fogies) [n -S] 

FOGEYISM EFGIMOSY fogyism (old-fashioned behavior) [n -S] 

FOGFRUIT FFGIORTU flowering plant [n -S] 

FOGGAGES AEFGGGOS FOGGAGE, second growth of grass [n] 

FOGGINGS FGGGINOS FOGGING, covering with fog [n] 

FOGHORNS FGHNOORS FOGHORN, horn sounded in fog [n] 

FOGLIGHT FGGHILOT motor-vehicle light used in foggy conditions [n -S] 
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FOGYDOMS DFGMOOSY FOGYDOM, all fogies [n] 

FOGYISMS FGIMOSSY FOGYISM, old-fashioned behavior [n] 

FOILISTS FIILOSST FOILIST, one who fences with foil (sword without cutting edges) [n] 

FOILSMAN AFILMNOS fencer (one that fences (to practice art of fencing)) [n -MEN] 

FOILSMEN EFILMNOS FOILSMAN, fencer (one that fences (to practice art of fencing)) [n] 

FOLACINS ACFILNOS FOLACIN, B vitamin [n] 

FOLDAWAY AADFLOWY object designed to be folded out of way [n -S] 

FOLDBOAT ABDFLOOT faltboat (collapsible boat resembling kayak) [n -S] 

FOLDEROL DEFLLOOR falderal (nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd)) [n -S] 

FOLDOUTS DFLOOSTU FOLDOUT, gatefold (folded insert in book or magazine) [n] 

FOLIAGES AEFGILOS FOLIAGE, growth of leaves of plant [n] 

FOLKLIFE EFFIKLLO traditions, skills, and products of people [n -S, -IVES] 

FOLKLORE EFKLLOOR lore of people [n -S] 

FOLKMOOT FKLMOOOT general assembly of people in early England [n -S] 

FOLKMOTE EFKLMOOT folkmoot (general assembly of people in early England) [n -S] 

FOLKMOTS FKLMOOST FOLKMOT, folkmoot (general assembly of people in early England) [n] 

FOLKSONG FGKLNOOS song of folk music of area [n -S] 

FOLKTALE AEFKLLOT tale forming part of oral tradition of people [n -S] 

FOLKWAYS AFKLOSWY FOLKWAY, traditional custom of people [n] 

FOLLICLE CEFILLLO small bodily cavity [n -S] 

FOLLOWER EFLLOORW one that follows (to come or go after) [n -S] 

FOLLOWUP FLLOOPUW news article that adds information to previous article [n -S] 

FOMENTER EEFMNORT one that foments (to promote development of) [n -S] 

FONDANTS ADFNNOST FONDANT, soft, creamy candy [n] 

FONDLERS DEFLNORS FONDLER, one that fondles (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [n] 

FONDLING DFGILNNO one that is fondled [n -S] 

FONDNESS DEFNNOSS affection (fond attachment, devotion, or love) [n -ES] 

FONTANEL AEFLNNOT space in fetal and infantile skull [n -S] 

FONTINAS AFINNOST FONTINA, Italian cheese [n] 

FOODLAND ADDFLNOO land for production of food [n -S] 

FOODWAYS ADFOOSWY eating habits of people [n -S] 

FOOFARAW AAFFOORW excessive ornamentation [n -S] 

FOOLFISH FFHILOOS marine fish [n -ES] 

FOOLSCAP ACFLOOPS paper size [n -S] 

FOOSBALL ABFLLOOS table game resembling soccer [n -S] 

FOOTAGES AEFGOOST FOOTAGE, length or quantity expressed in feet [n] 

FOOTBAGS ABFGOOST FOOTBAG, small bag filled with pellets that is kept aloft with feet [n] 

FOOTBALL ABFLLOOT type of ball [n -S] 

FOOTBATH ABFHOOTT bath for feet [n -S] 

FOOTBEDS BDEFOOST FOOTBED, insole in boot or shoe [n] 

FOOTBOYS BFOOOSTY FOOTBOY, serving boy [n] 

FOOTFALL AFFLLOOT sound of footstep [n -S] 

FOOTGEAR AEFGOORT footwear (wearing apparel for feet) [n FOOTGEAR, -S] 

FOOTHILL FHILLOOT low hill at foot of higher hills [n -S] 

FOOTHOLD DFHLOOOT secure support for feet [n -S] 

FOOTINGS FGINOOST FOOTING, foothold (secure support for feet) [n] 
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FOOTLERS EFLOORST FOOTLER, one that footles (to waste time) [n] 

FOOTLONG FGLNOOOT hot dog one foot long [n -S] 

FOOTMARK AFKMOORT mark left by foot on surface [n -S] 

FOOTPACE ACEFOOPT walking pace [n -S] 

FOOTPADS ADFOOPST FOOTPAD, one who robs pedestrian [n] 

FOOTPATH AFHOOPTT path for pedestrians [n -S] 

FOOTRACE ACEFOORT race run on foot [n -S] 

FOOTREST EFOORSTT support for feet [n -S] 

FOOTROPE EFOOOPRT rope used in sailing [n -S] 

FOOTSIES EFIOOSST FOOTSIE, flirting game played with feet [n] / FOOTSY [n] 

FOOTSTEP EFOOPSTT step with foot [n -S] 

FOOTWALL AFLLOOTW layer of rock beneath vein of ore [n -S] 

FOOTWAYS AFOOSTWY FOOTWAY, footpath (path for pedestrians) [n] 

FOOTWEAR AEFOORTW wearing apparel for feet [n FOOTWEAR] 

FOOTWELL EFLLOOTW space for feet in motor vehicle [n -S] 

FOOTWORK FKOOORTW use of feet [n -S] 

FOOZLERS EFLOORSZ FOOZLER, one that foozles (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [n] 

FORAGERS AEFGORRS FORAGER, one that forages (to search about) [n] 

FORAMENS AEFMNORS FORAMEN, small anatomical opening [n] 

FORAMINA AAFIMNOR FORAMEN, small anatomical opening [n] 

FORAYERS AEFORRSY FORAYER, one that forays (to raid (to make sudden assault on)) [n] 

FORBIDAL ABDFILOR act of forbidding (to command not to do something) [n -S] 

FORCEOUT CEFOORTU play by which runner in baseball is put out [n -S] 

FORCIPES CEFIOPRS FORCEPS, instrument for seizing and holding objects [n] 

FOREBAYS ABEFORSY FOREBAY, reservoir from which water is taken to run equipment [n] 

FOREBEAR ABEEFORR ancestor [n -S] 

FOREBODY BDEFOORY forward part of ship [n -DIES] 

FOREBOOM BEFMOOOR boom of ship's foremast [n -S] 

FOREDECK CDEEFKOR forward part of ship's deck [n -S] 

FOREFACE ACEEFFOR front part of head of quadruped [n -S] 

FOREFEET EEEFFORT FOREFOOT, one of front feet of animal [n] 

FOREFOOT EFFOOORT one of front feet of animal [n -FEET] 

FOREGOER EEFGOORR one that foregoes (to go before) [n -S] 

FOREGUTS EFGORSTU FOREGUT, front part of embryonic alimentary canal [n] 

FOREHAND ADEFHNOR type of tennis stroke [n -S] 

FOREHEAD ADEEFHOR part of face above eyes [n -S] 

FOREHOOF EFFHOOOR hoof of forefoot [n -S, -OOVES] 

FORELADY ADEFLORY woman who supervises workers [n -DIES] 

FORELAND ADEFLNOR projecting mass of land [n -S] 

FORELEGS EEFGLORS FORELEG, one of front legs of animal [n] 

FORELIMB BEFILMOR foreleg (one of front legs of animal) [n -S] 

FOREMAST AEFMORST forward mast of ship [n -S] 

FOREMILK EFIKLMOR milk secreted immediately after childbirth [n -S] 

FORENAME AEEFMNOR first name [n -S] 

FORENOON EFNNOOOR period of daylight before noon [n -S] 

FORENSIC CEFINORS argumentative exercise [n -S] 
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FOREPART AEFOPRRT front part [n -S] 

FOREPAWS AEFOPRSW FOREPAW, paw of foreleg [n] 

FOREPEAK AEEFKOPR forward part of ship's hold [n -S] 

FOREPLAY AEFLOPRY erotic stimulation preceding sexual intercourse [n -S] 

FORERANK AEFKNORR first rank [n -S] 

FORESAIL AEFILORS lowest sail on foremast [n -S] 

FORESEER EEEFORRS one that foresees (to see in advance) [n -S] 

FORESIDE DEEFIORS front side [n -S] 

FORESKIN EFIKNORS prepuce (fold of skin covering penis) [n -S] 

FORESTAY AEFORSTY wire or rope used to support foremast [n -S] 

FORESTER EEFORRST one skilled in forestry [n -S] 

FORESTRY EFORRSTY science of planting and managing forests [n -RIES] 

FORETIME EEFIMORT past (time gone by) [n -S] 

FORETOPS EFOOPRST FORETOP, platform at head of ship's foremast [n] 

FOREVERS EEFORRSV FOREVER, indefinite length of time [n] 

FOREWING EFGINORW anterior wing of insect [n -S] 

FOREWORD DEFOORRW introductory statement [n -S] 

FOREYARD ADEFORRY lowest yard on foremast [n -S] 

FORGINGS FGGINORS FORGING, forgery (act of forging) [n] 

FORGIVER EFGIORRV one that forgives (to pardon (to release from liability for offense)) [n -S] 

FORGOERS EFGOORRS FORGOER, one that forgoes (to refrain from) [n] 

FORKBALL ABFKLLOR breaking pitch in baseball [n -S] 

FORKFULS FFKLORSU FORKFUL, as much as fork will hold [n] 

FORKSFUL FFKLORSU FORKFUL, as much as fork will hold [n] 

FORMALIN AFILMNOR aqueous solution of formaldehyde [n -S] 

FORMANTS AFMNORST FORMANT, characteristic component of quality of speech sound [n] 

FORMATES AEFMORST FORMATE, chemical salt [n] 

FORMICAS ACFIMORS FORMICA, trademark [n] 

FORMULAE AEFLMORU FORMULA, exact method for doing something [n] 

FORMULAS AFLMORSU FORMULA, exact method for doing something [n] 

FORMWORK FKMOORRW set of forms to hold concrete until it sets [n -S] 

FORNICES CEFINORS FORNIX, arched anatomical structure [n] 

FORSAKER AEFKORRS one that forsakes (to quit or leave entirely) [n -S] 

FORTIETH EFHIORTT one of forty equal parts [n -S] 

FORTUITY FIORTTUY accidental occurrence [n -TIES] 

FORZANDI ADFINORZ FORZANDO, sforzato (playing of tone or chord with sudden force) [n] 

FORZANDO ADFNOORZ sforzato (playing of tone or chord with sudden force) [n -DI, -S] 

FOSSETTE EEFOSSTT small fossa [n -S] 

FOSTERER EEFORRST one that fosters (to promote growth of) [n -S] 

FOUETTES EEFOSTTU FOUETTE, movement in ballet [n] 

FOULARDS ADFLORSU FOULARD, soft fabric [n] 

FOULINGS FGILNOSU FOULING, deposit or crust [n] 

FOULNESS EFLNOSSU state of being foul (offensive to senses) [n -ES] 

FOURGONS FGNOORSU FOURGON, wagon for carrying baggage [n] 

FOURPLEX EFLOPRUX quadplex (building having four units) [n -ES] 

FOURSOME EFMOORSU group of four [n -S] 
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FOURTEEN EEFNORTU number [n -S] 

FOVEOLAE AEEFLOOV FOVEOLA, small fovea [n] 

FOVEOLAS AEFLOOSV FOVEOLA, small fovea [n] 

FOVEOLES EEFLOOSV FOVEOLE, foveola (small fovea) [n] 

FOVEOLET EEFLOOTV foveola (small fovea) [n -S] 

FOWLINGS FGILNOSW FOWLING, hunting of birds [n] 

FOXBERRY BEFORRXY cowberry (pasture shrub) [n -RRIES] 

FOXFIRES EFFIORSX FOXFIRE, glow produced by certain fungi on decaying wood [n] 

FOXGLOVE EFGLOOVX flowering plant [n -S] 

FOXHOLES EFHLOOSX FOXHOLE, small pit used for cover in battle area [n] 

FOXHOUND DFHNOOUX hunting dog [n -S] 

FOXINESS EFINOSSX state of being foxy (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [n -ES] 

FOXSKINS FIKNOSSX FOXSKIN, skin of fox [n] 

FOXTAILS AFILOSTX FOXTAIL, tail of fox [n] 

FOZINESS EFINOSSZ state of being fozy (too ripe) [n -ES] 

FRACASES AACEFRSS FRACAS, brawl [n] 

FRACKING ACFGIKNR injection of fluid into shale beds in order to free up petroleum reserves [n -S] 

FRACTALS AACFLRST FRACTAL, complex geometric curve [n] 

FRACTURS ACFRRSTU FRACTUR, fraktur (style of type) [n] 

FRAENUMS AEFMNRSU FRAENUM, frenum (connecting fold of membrane) [n] 

FRAGGING AFGGGINR act of one that frags [n -S]  

FRAKTURS AFKRRSTU FRAKTUR, style of type [n] 

FRAMINGS AFGIMNRS FRAMING, framework [n] 

FRANCIUM ACFIMNRU radioactive element [n -S] 

FRANKERS AEFKNRRS FRANKER, one that franks (to mark (piece of mail) for free delivery) [n] 

FRANKLIN AFIKLNNR medieval English landowner [n -S] 

FRANKUMS AFKMNRSU FRANKUM, hardened resin of spruce tree [n] 

FRASCATI AACFIRST Italian white wine [n -S] 

FRAULEIN AEFILNRU German governess [n -S] 

FRAYINGS AFGINRSY FRAYING, something worn off by rubbing [n] 

FREAKOUT AEFKORTU event marked by wild excitement [n -S] 

FREEBEES BEEEEFRS FREEBEE, freebie (something given or received without charge) [n] 

FREEBIES BEEEFIRS FREEBIE, something given or received without charge [n] 

FREEDMAN ADEEFMNR man who has been freed from slavery [n -MEN] 

FREEDMEN DEEEFMNR FREEDMAN, man who has been freed from slavery [n] 

FREEDOMS DEEFMORS FREEDOM, state of being free (not subject to restriction or control) [n] 

FREEGANS AEEFGNRS FREEGAN, activist who scavenges for free food to reduce consumption of resources [n] 

FREEHOLD DEEFHLOR form of tenure of real property [n -S] 

FREENESS EEEFNRSS freedom (state of being free (not subject to restriction or control)) [n -ES] 

FREERIDE DEEEFIRR type of snowboard [n -S] 

FREESIAS AEEFIRSS FREESIA, African herb [n] 

FREEWARE AEEEFRRW software distributed without charge [n -S] 

FREEWAYS AEEFRSWY FREEWAY, express highway [n] 

FREEZERS EEEFRRSZ FREEZER, apparatus for freezing food [n] 

FREEZING EEFGINRZ method by which foods are frozen to preserve them [n -S]  

FREMITUS EFIMRSTU palpable vibration [n -ES] 
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FRENETIC CEEFINRT frantic person [n -S] 

FRENULUM EFLMNRUU frenum (connecting fold of membrane) [n -LA, -S] 

FRESCOER CEEFORRS one that frescoes (to paint on surface of plaster) [n -S] 

FRESHERS EEFHRRSS FRESHER, freshman (first-year student at high school, university, or college) [n] 

FRESHETS EEFHRSST FRESHET, sudden overflow of stream [n] 

FRESHMAN AEFHMNRS first-year student at high school, university, or college [n -MEN] 

FRESHMEN EEFHMNRS FRESHMAN, first-year student at high school, university, or college [n] 

FRESNELS EEFLNRSS FRESNEL, type of lens used in lights [n] 

FRETSAWS AEFRSSTW FRETSAW, narrow-bladed saw [n] 

FRETTERS EEFRRSTT FRETTER, one that frets (to worry (to feel anxious and uneasy about something)) [n] 

FRETWORK EFKORRTW ornamental work consisting of interlacing parts [n -S] 

FRIARIES AEFIIRRS FRIARY, monastery of friars [n] 

FRIBBLER BBEFILRR one that fribbles (to act foolishly) [n -S] 

FRICANDO ACDFINOR roasted loin of veal [n -ES] 

FRICTION CFIINORT rubbing of one body against another [n -S] 

FRIENDLY DEFILNRY one who is friendly [n -LIES] 

FRIGATES AEFGIRST FRIGATE, sailing vessel [n] 

FRIJOLES EFIJLORS FRIJOL, bean used as food [n] / FRIJOLE [n] 

FRILLERS EFILLRRS FRILLER, one that frills (to provide with frill (ornamental ruffled edge)) [n] 

FRILLERY EFILLRRY arrangement of frills [n -RIES] 

FRILLIES EFIILLRS item of women's underwear [n FRILLIES] 

FRILLING FGIILLNR arrangement of frills [n -S] 

FRINGING FGGIINNR ornamental border of loose short strips [n -S] 

FRIPPERY EFIPPRRY excessive ornamentation [n -RIES] 

FRISBEES BEEFIRSS FRISBEE, trademark [n] 

FRISETTE EEFIRSTT frizette (frizzed fringe of hair) [n -S] 

FRISEURS EFIRRSSU FRISEUR, hairdresser [n] 

FRISKERS EFIKRRSS FRISKER, one that frisks (to move or leap about playfully) [n] 

FRISKETS EFIKRSST FRISKET, frame used to protect paper in printing press [n] 

FRISSONS FINORSSS FRISSON, shudder [n] 

FRITTATA AAFIRTTT unfolded omelet with chopped vegetables or meat [n -S] 

FRIULANO AFILNORU mild Italian cheese [n -S] 

FRIVOLER EFILORRV one that frivols (to behave playfully) [n -S] 

FRIZETTE EEFIRTTZ frizzed fringe of hair [n -S] 

FRIZZERS EFIRRSZZ FRIZZER, one that frizzes (to form into small, tight curls) [n] 

FRIZZIES EFIIRSZZ frizzy hair [n FRIZZIES] 

FRIZZLER EFILRRZZ one that frizzles (to frizz (to form into small, tight curls)) [n -S] 

FROGEYES EEFGORSY FROGEYE, plant disease [n] 

FROGFISH FFGHIORS marine fish [n -ES] 

FROGGING FGGGINOR type of ornamental coat fastener [n -S] 

FROGLETS EFGLORST FROGLET, young frog [n] 

FROIDEUR DEFIORRU aloofness (state of being aloof (distant in interest or feeling)) [n -S]  

FROMAGES AEFGMORS FROMAGE, cheese [n] 

FROMENTY EFMNORTY frumenty (dish of wheat boiled in milk and sweetened with sugar) [n -TIES] 

FRONDEUR DEFNORRU rebel [n -S] 

FRONTAGE AEFGNORT front of building or lot [n -S] 
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FRONTALS AFLNORST FRONTAL, bone of skull [n] 

FRONTIER EFINORRT border between two countries [n -S] 

FRONTLET EFLNORTT decorative band worn across forehead [n -S] 

FRONTMAN AFMNNORT most prominent member of group of musicians [n -S] 

FRONTMEN EFMNNORT FRONTMAN, most prominent member of group of musicians [n] 

FRONTONS FNNOORST FRONTON, jai* alai* arena [n] 

FROSTEDS DEFORSST FROSTED, type of milk shake [n] 

FROSTING FGINORST icing (sweet mixture for covering cakes) [n -S] 

FROSTNIP FINOPRST freezing of outer skin layers [n -S] 

FROTHERS EFHORRST FROTHER, one that froths (to foam (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass))) [n] 

FROTHING FGHINORT layer of foam in liquid or solid [n -S] 

FROTTAGE AEFGORTT masturbation by rubbing against another person [n -S] 

FROTTEUR EFORRTTU one who practices frottage (masturbation by rubbing against another person) [n -S] 

FROUFROU FFOORRUU rustling sound [n -S] 

FROWNERS EFNORRSW FROWNER, one that frowns (to contract brow in displeasure) [n] 

FRUCTOSE CEFORSTU sugar found in various fruits [n -S] 

FRUITAGE AEFGIRTU process of bearing fruit [n -S] 

FRUITERS EFIRRSTU FRUITER, one that grows or sells fruit [n] 

FRUITING FGIINRTU production of fruit on tree [n -S] 

FRUITION FIINORTU accomplishment of something desired [n -S] 

FRUITLET EFILRTTU small fruit [n -S] 

FRUMENTY EFMNRTUY dish of wheat boiled in milk and sweetened with sugar [n -TIES] 

FRUSTULE EFLRSTUU shell of diatom [n -S] 

FRUSTUMS FMRSSTUU FRUSTUM, part of conical solid [n] 

FRYBREAD ABDEFRRY fried bread [n -S] 

FUCHSIAS ACFHISSU FUCHSIA, flowering shrub [n] 

FUCHSINE CEFHINSU fuchsin (red dye) [n -S] 

FUCHSINS CFHINSSU FUCHSIN, red dye [n] 

FUCKFACE ACCEFFKU offensive word [n -S] 

FUCKHEAD ACDEFHKU offensive word [n -S] 

FUCKOFFS CFFFKOSU FUCKOFF, offensive word [n] 

FUCKWITS CFIKSTUW FUCKWIT, offensive word [n] 

FUEHRERS EEFHRRSU FUEHRER, fuhrer (leader (one that leads or guides)) [n] 

FUELLERS EEFLLRSU FUELLER, fueler (one that fuels (to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy))) [n] 

FUELWOOD DEFLOOUW firewood (wood used as fuel) [n -S] 

FUGACITY ACFGITUY lack of enduring qualities [n -TIES] 

FUGITIVE EFGIITUV one who flees [n -S] 

FUGLEMAN AEFGLMNU leader (one that leads or guides) [n -MEN] 

FUGLEMEN EEFGLMNU FUGLEMAN, leader (one that leads or guides) [n] 

FUGUISTS FGISSTUU FUGUIST, one who composes fugues [n] 

FULCRUMS CFLMRSUU FULCRUM, support for lever [n] 

FULLBACK ABCFKLLU offensive back in football [n -S] 

FULLFACE ACEFFLLU heavy-faced type [n -S] 

FULLNESS EFLLNSSU state of being full (filled completely) [n -ES] 

FUMARASE AAEFMRSU enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

FUMARATE AAEFMRTU chemical salt [n -S] 
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FUMAROLE AEFLMORU hole from which volcanic vapors issue [n -S] 

FUMATORY AFMORTUY fumigation chamber [n -RIES] 

FUMBLERS BEFLMRSU FUMBLER, one that fumbles (to handle clumsily) [n] 

FUMETTES EEFMSTTU FUMETTE, fumet (odor of meat while cooking) [n] 

FUMIGANT AFGIMNTU substance used in fumigating [n -S] 

FUMITORY FIMORTUY climbing plant [n -RIES] 

FUNCTORS CFNORSTU FUNCTOR, one that functions (to be in action) [n] 

FUNDINGS DFGINNSU FUNDING, money provided for particular purpose [n] 

FUNERALS AEFLNRSU FUNERAL, ceremony held for dead person [n] 

FUNFAIRS AFFINRSU FUNFAIR, amusement park [n] 

FUNFESTS EFFNSSTU FUNFEST, party for fun [n] 

FUNGIBLE BEFGILNU something that may be exchanged for equivalent unit of same class [n -S] 

FUNGOIDS DFGINOSU FUNGOID, growth resembling fungus [n] 

FUNGUSES EFGNSSUU FUNGUS, any of major group of lower plants [n] 

FUNHOUSE EFHNOSUU amusement park attraction [n -S] 

FUNICLES CEFILNSU FUNICLE, cordlike anatomical structure [n] 

FUNICULI CFIILNUU funicles (cordlike anatomical structure) [n FUNICULI] 

FUNKSTER EFKNRSTU fan or performer of earthy, bluesy music [n -S] 

FUNNYMAN AFMNNNUY comedian (humorous entertainer) [n -MEN] 

FUNNYMEN EFMNNNUY FUNNYMAN, comedian (humorous entertainer) [n] 

FUNSTERS EFNRSSTU FUNSTER, one that makes fun; comedian [n] 

FURANOSE AEFNORSU type of sugar [n -ES] 

FURBALLS ABFLLRSU FURBALL, ball of fur regurgitated by cat [n] 

FURCRAEA AACEFRRU tropical plant [n -S] 

FURCULAE ACEFLRUU FURCULA, FURCULUM, furcula [n] 

FURCULUM CFLMRUUU furcula (furculum) [n -LA] 

FURFURAL AFFLRRUU chemical compound [n -S] 

FURFURAN AFFNRRUU furan (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

FURFURES EFFRRSUU FURFUR, dandruff (scurf that forms on scalp) [n] 

FURLONGS FGLNORSU FURLONG, unit of distance [n] 

FURMENTY EFMNRTUY frumenty (dish of wheat boiled in milk and sweetened with sugar) [n -TIES] 

FURPIECE CEEFIPRU item of clothing made out of fur [n -S] 

FURRIERS EFIRRRSU FURRIER, one that deals in furs [n] 

FURRIERY EFIRRRUY business of furrier [n -RIES] 

FURRINER EFINRRRU foreigner [n -S] 

FURRINGS FGINRRSU FURRING, trimming or lining of fur [n] 

FURROWER EFORRRUW one that furrows (to make furrows (narrow depressions) in) [n -S] 

FURUNCLE CEFLNRUU painful swelling of skin [n -S] 

FUSARIUM AFIMRSUU disease-causing fungus [n -IA, -S] 

FUSELAGE AEEFGLSU body of airplane [n -S] 

FUSILEER EEFILRSU fusilier (soldier armed with fusil) [n -S] 

FUSILIER EFIILRSU soldier armed with fusil [n -S] 

FUSILLIS FIILLSSU FUSILLI, spiral-shaped pasta [n] 

FUSSPOTS FOPSSSTU FUSSPOT, fusser (one that fusses (to be overly concerned with small details)) [n] 

FUSTIANS AFINSSTU FUSTIAN, cotton fabric [n] 

FUTHARCS ACFHRSTU FUTHARC, futhark (ancient alphabet) [n] 
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FUTHARKS AFHKRSTU FUTHARK, ancient alphabet [n] 

FUTHORCS CFHORSTU FUTHORC, futhark (ancient alphabet) [n] 

FUTHORKS FHKORSTU FUTHORK, futhark (ancient alphabet) [n] 

FUTILITY FIILTTUY quality of being futile (having no useful result) [n -TIES] 

FUTTOCKS CFKOSTTU FUTTOCK, curved timber in frame of wooden ship [n] 

FUTURISM FIMRSTUU artistic and literary movement [n -S] 

FUTURIST FIRSTTUU advocate of futurism [n -S] 

FUTURITY FIRTTUUY future (time yet to come) [n -TIES] 

FUZZBALL ABFLLUZZ ball of fuzz (fluffy mass of hair or fiber) [n -S] 

FUZZTONE EFNOTUZZ blurred audio effect [n -S] 

 


